English: Simple Present worksheet

How to use the Simple Present

(Example: to ‘like’)

I like Pizza.
You like Pizza.
He/She likes Pizza.
We like Pizza.
You like Pizza.
They like Pizza.

Fill in the correct form of the verb.

I’m sure you __________________ the answer. (to know)
You __________________ London every year. (to visit)
He/She __________________ in the park. (to play)
We __________________ London. (to love)
You __________________ the test trains. (to drive)
They __________________ French and German. (to speak)
He __________________ the test trains. (to drive)
Susan __________________ Paris. (to love)
I __________________ London every year. (to visit)
After school, we __________________ home and do our homework. (to go)
The pupils __________________ computers. (to use)
Emma and Ben __________________ French and German. (to speak)
I __________________ sure you know the answer. (to be)
My dad __________________ me to school in the car. (to take)
The dog __________________ in the park. (to play)
She __________________ ice cream. (to love)
He __________________ computer games. (to play)